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1 Poisson Index (PI)

In Davies et al.(2007) we developed a score for measuring thesimilarity of two binding sites known as
the Poisson Index (PI). PI was based upon a distribution of the random matching of two configurations
of points in three dimensional space derived in Green and Mardia (2006). The Poisson Index is found
using

PI =

m∑

L=Lobs

P (L|m,n, d).

p(L|m,n, d) =
KdL

(m − L)!(n − L)!L!

wherem,n are the size of the two sites withm < n, Lobs is the number of coincident matching points
between them,d is a matching parameter andK a normalising constant. In practice we have found
for the unrelated sites, that approximatelyd̂ = 2.8(mn)−0.8 so PI can be calculated for givenm,n,L.
But if d is not known, we obtain the MLE. If the value of PI is less then7 × 10−4 then we reject the
null hypothesis. We have showed the superiority of this scoring system to the Tanimoto Index upon the
SitesBase database (Gold et al.) for which the score had beenparametrised.

2 Using PI to predict “off-target liabilities"

We wished to further confirm the validity of binding site matches predicted to be of interest in SitesBase
by PI. To achieve this we choose to focus our study on a family of well known proteins, the kinases.
Kinases are important proteins that phosphorylise (add a phosphate group to) other molecules. This ac-
tivity is found in a surprisingly large number of processes;for example in propagating signal transduction
within a cell, muscle contraction and the activation of protein function. Since some of these functions are
implicated in the development of cancer, these proteins arepopular sources of study in recent literature.
Unfortunately the broad activity and usage of kinases makestargeting specific kinases and kinase func-
tions selectively a challenge, often off-target liabilities are targeted along with the intended target causing
unwelcome side effects. Identification of off-target liabilities for prospective drugs targeting kinases is
an especially active area of research.

Two such structural SCOP superfamilies known to exhibit protein kinase activity are the P-loop contain-
ing nucleoside triphosphate hydrolases and the Protein Kinase like (PK-like) superfamilies. We use the
PI to predict significant matches between sites from these two superfamilies and the rest of SitesBase.
We then compare these plausible off-targets with other independent studies in the literature and look for
synergy between the results. We find that the predictions made by the PI are supported by the data taken
from the literature.
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